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May 2021
May 5—Business Meeting via ZOOM 6pm
May 15—OC 99s Aviation Scholarship
applications due. —————————>
May 16—Fly-in (time and location TBD)

May 20—General Meeting 6:30pm-Trivia
Night at Hangar 24 Orange County Taproom
(17877 Von Karman Ave, Unit 110, Irvine, CA
92614)

Get your thinking caps on! We will be
meeting by the patio area at Hangar 24
Orange County Taproom for a trivia night.
Depending on group size, we will likely have
to split up into smaller teams and compete
against each other. *Under 21 allowed
*Free parking with validation *Masks are
required at the location

June 2—Business Meeting via ZOOM 6pm
June—Pilot of the Year Banquet—Date and
Time TBD
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES®
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring
our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The
Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women
Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And,
to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Orange County 99s Avia on Scholarships
Apply today!
The Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines
Interna onal Organiza on of Women Pilots is oﬀering up
to three scholarships to local women. The number of
scholarships awarded is dependent upon the amount of
funding available.
In 2021, the chapter will award three scholarships: The
Eleanor Todd Avia on Scholarship, The Orange County
99s Avia on Scholarship honoring Linda Eldridge and The
Orange County 99s Avia on Scholarship honoring Shirley
Tanner.
The scholarships are to be used by the recipients towards
an advanced ra ng or training to further their pursuit in
avia on. Each scholarship is $3,000 and can be applied
towards Private Pilot Cer ﬁcate, advanced ra ngs or
towards Airframe and Powerplant (A&P) advancement.
If there are no applicants for the A&P advancement
scholarship, it may be awarded to ﬂight training at the
discre on of the scholarship commi ee.
Click here to download the Orange County 99s Avia on
Scholarship applica on:
Orange County 99s Avia on Scholarship Applica on
All applica ons must be signed and received by midnight
on May 15, 2021.

Dear OC 99s,
It's been a pleasure serving you as your chairman. As we know, all
good things in life have to come to an end. So has my time with the
Orange County 99s. I am now moving to Seattle, where I begin my
new adventure working for one of my dream jobs at Blue Origin. In
my new role, I will be assisting in engineering of the New Shepard
Rocket designed for Space Tourism. While I will keep following all of
your adventures through our Plane Tales, I will definitely miss being
in person with most of you ladies. I am beyond grateful for all the
friendships I have made as an OC 99 in the past few years. Please feel
free to reach out if you are in the Greater Seattle area. I look forward
to reading stories of our members completing their licenses/ratings
and working toward achieving their aviation dream.
Signing off.
Sanjal Gavande

Garry Felker, CJ McMullin, Cheryl Cotman, Kelsi Calvillo, Riley Thompson, Katy Farney, Diane TM, Kimmie Yehling
Diane Myers, Cindy Morris, Pat Prentiss, Irene Engard, Jinifer Conover, Jessica Yant, Emi Kennedy, Kendall Sinosky
Tess Karich, Janice Lambert, Shirley McFall, Adrianne O’Brien, Sofia Nosratabadi, Linda Abrams, Jenn Walinowicz

March General Meeting—WEATHER By: Sofia Nosratabadi
Weather mystifies most pilots. Even airline pilots admit they don’t understand weather completely. It’s such a vast
subject that you can get a PhD in Meteorology. That’s why CFII Garry Felker stepped in to simplify weather for us and
make it less intimidating.
Weather is the fault of two things: (1) Earth’s uneven heating by the sun; (2) Earth’s rotation. The uneven heating
causes warm air to rise and cold air to sink, creating wind currents, fronts, and weather. The earth’s rotation on its axis
creates the Coriolis Effect, which moves wind and ocean currents in a circular pattern to the right in the Northern
Hemisphere and to the left in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Why don't we have much weather in SoCal? (1) Because we live on a Horse Latitude. That’s where winds diverge away
from us toward the poles (prevailing westerlies) and toward the equator (trade winds). So, we don’t have much wind
here. (2) Because are influenced by the North Pacific High, which is a semi-permanent high-pressure area in the Pacific
Ocean between Hawaii and California. It gives us sunny skies and little rain. It’s what causes droughts.

National Ocean Service

Ever wonder why our ocean water off the California coast is so cold all the time, even in the summer? We have Alaska to
thank for that. A mass of cold water circulates down to us year-round from the Arctic Circle. It’s the opposite on the
East Coast – they get warm water currents year-round from the equator.

The COMET® Program

Keep in mind that even though our sky looks clear, some of our weather is invisible, so it pays to know what lurks
beneath. For example, you can’t see a temperature inversion, unless you’re flying at the border of it, but that’s where
you will feel wind shear and have obscured visibility from the trapped dirt in the air. You also can’t see Santa Ana winds,
which come to us over the mountains from the Northeast, but that’s what brings gusts and makes our runways reverse
(they are not called Santa Ana winds in other parts of the country, but they are created the same way there).

Coalition for Clean Air

National Weather Service

And don’t we all think that cloud types are divided into cirrus, cumulus, stratus, etc.? Not if you want to get the right
answer on your FAA written test. According to the FAA, cloud types are divided into high, middle, low, and clouds with
vertical development.

Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge

Did you know there are three kinds of lapse rates – dry, wet, and environmental? And that they can help you interpret
the very useful Skew-T Log-P Chart? A lot of pilots don’t know about this chart, even though it has been with us for a
long time, but it can tell you immediately if you will have embedded thunderstorms secretly waiting for you, at what
altitude you can expect icing, and whether you can break out of the clouds after takeoff to fly VFR-On-Top.

Skew-T Log-P Chart

City of Redlands

You can also gauge from a FICON NOTAM in your weather brief how slippery your runway will be after the rain, so you
can plan how far you will slide down the runway upon landing. A runway is divided into thirds, and a FICON score is
assigned to each third, from zero (no traction at all) to 6 (bone dry), giving you a three-number result, such as: 5/3/3.

Runway Performance
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Do you know the difference between rain and showers? Rain can be long but benign, whereas showers can be short,
but they are always associated with convective activity, meaning thunderstorms. So, you have to watch out for the dot
symbols that have a triangle underneath them.

Not good at landing? Don’t worry, it’s not your fault. It’s the fault of invisible wind shear, making you look bad when
you’re trying to show off your mad landing skills to your followers and your haters.

APRIL GENERAL MEETING—AVIATION ACCIDENTS
With Louis McGraw
By: Sofia Nosratabadi
Do you ever wonder how an accident looks from the FAA’s perspective? FAA accident investigator Louis McGraw let us
into his world to show us common aviation pitfalls and how to avoid them.
Apparently, the riskiest time for a pilot is not to what you would expect. It’s not the new pilots (student-250 hours) who
cause the most accidents. It’s the next bracket of pilots (250-500 hours). That’s when you have just enough knowledge
to be dangerous. You’ve earned your Commercial rating, you’ve started building your hours, and you’re feeling pretty
good about yourself by now. But you don’t know what you don’t know, and that lack of self-awareness is what allows
accidents to happen.
Remember, most of the aviation accidents are not caused by defective aircraft. They are caused by human error. The
problem is not the lack of training in how to fly a plane. It’s something less tangible but pervasive – Human Factors.
There are 12 of them (The Dirty Dozen), and once you become aware that you’re under their influence, you will start
catching yourself about to make the same mistakes that other pilots have made before you, so you can learn from them
before you become one of them.
Flying has become so complex that human memory alone can’t handle the workload anymore. That’s why we have
checklists now, after a wake-up call from the B-17 Flying Fortress bomber crash in 1934. The plane was so
technologically advanced for its time (with 4 engines and lots of weapons) that it became too complex for one person to
fly. And a checklist wasn’t a concept yet. As a result, the plane crashed shortly after takeoff on its demo flight due to a
minor oversight – the pilot forgot to release the Gust Lock. (That’s the Control Lock step on your post-flight checklist
when you’re tying down your aircraft to prevent wind or jet blast from banging the plane’s control surfaces when it’s
parked.)

When you consider the fallibility of human beings, making these unconscious behaviors conscious will help you avoid
repeating the following mistakes:
LACK OF COMMUNICATION: The lack of communication and lack of continuity between
changing maintenance crews led to the crash of Continental Express Airlines in Texas.
Maintenance was tasked with changing the de-icing boots on the horizontal stabilizer. The
first crew removed the screws from the horizontal stabilizer, and following a shift change, the
screws were not replaced. As a result of this failure in shift-turnover procedures, the leading
edge of the vertical stabilizer separated in flight, and the plane pitched down, rolled, and

crashed. This accident became a turning point for safety culture in the U.S., highlighting the need to adhere to
established maintenance procedures.
DISTRACTIONS: Distraction of the mechanics, exacerbated by shortcuts, led to the crash of American Airlines 191 in
Chicago. When the mechanics were replacing a faulty engine pylon, they circumvented the manufacturer’s instructions
to take off the engine before detaching the pylon. Instead, they removed the engine and pylon together as a unit
because it was faster and cheaper. They used a forklift to reattach the engines to their wings, instead of a more precise
crane. Since the forklift wasn’t exactly positioned, the engine and pylon
assembly would rock back and forth and jam the pylon against the wing’s
attachment points. During a shift change, the crew saw that the pylon
jammed on the wing and repositioned the forklift. This repositioning caused
unseen structural damage to the wing’s pylon attachment points, until one
day during takeoff, the engine simply snapped off. The pilot had already
committed to the takeoff, and as soon as he rotated, the aircraft banked over
and crashed.
LACK OF RESOURCES: Not being properly trained is a system failure. That’s what happened to Tuninter Flight 1153 in
the Mediterranean. The aircraft had a fuel quantity issue, so the mechanics changed the fuel probes, which were too
short, because they were for an earlier model of the aircraft with smaller fuel tanks. The fuel quantity indicator was
showing as full, making the crew believe they had more fuel than they did. As a result, the plane ran out of fuel and
ditched in the Mediterranean, killing half the people onboard. There were many systemic failures here. The dispatcher
should have known how much fuel was uploaded based on the added weight compared to the existing fuel. The fueler
should have noted how much fuel was there because they measure it before they start fueling, and they check it at the
end to make sure it’s topped off. The maintenance department and the storage department should have known that
those were the wrong fuel probes due to effectivity (when a part is compatible with the aircraft model). The mechanics
should have verified the fuel probes in the parts catalogue.

STRESS: The stress of dealing with complex landing instructions in a complex airport is what led a Cirrus to crash in the
Houston Hobby Airport. A private pilot was trying to land at an airport with 4 runways, while being squeezed between
jets coming in every 5 minutes, while being passed off from one controller to the next, and trying to follow jargon-filled
instructions. She made 3 landing attempts before reaching task saturation, losing sight of her airspeed based on her flap
settings, and going into a graveyard flat spin. She should have been more assertive by leaving Class B airspace and trying
again. But stress stunts your decision-making capacity. This is an example of how it can happen to any pilot.

COMPLACENCY: Becoming complacent and failing to pay attention to flying is what
caused the crash of Continental Flight 3407 in New York. The crew went from
complacency to catastrophe in 20 seconds. The first officer was a young pilot, with very
low hours. The captain failed 3 checkrides before getting on with Continental and failed
to disclose them. They failed to keep a sterile cockpit on approach and kept chatting the
entire time. They lost 50 knots of airspeed in a matter of 20 seconds. Their stick shaker
went off, and then the stick pusher pushed the nose over (it pushes the nose down in a
stall). The crew did not realize what happened before it was too late.
LACK OF TEAMWORK: The crash of Alaska Airlines Flight 261 into the ocean exemplifies how a lack of teamwork
between the pilot and maintenance leaves a gap for trouble to fill. The plane was flying from Puerta Vallarta to San
Francisco over the Pacific Ocean when its horizontal stabilizer jammed, due to continually skipping steps on lubrication
of the jackscrew that lowers and raises the horizontal stabilizer. The threads from the nut on the jackscrew were frayed
because they were so dry, and maintenance failed to identify the severity of the jammed jackscrew. It also cut corners
by skipping these steps to shave 400 hours off their workload. When the crew called their maintenance during flight,
maintenance made the decision for them to divert to San Francisco, instead of the closer LAX, like the crew wanted.
Due to the crew’s lack of assertiveness in getting the aircraft on the ground fast, the plane crashed into the Pacific Ocean
2.7 miles from Anacapa Island, California.

PRESSURES: Sleep deprivation can produce effects similar to alcohol. After 18 hours of being awake, you perform
mentally and physically as though you had a blood alcohol concentration of 0.05%. That’s what happened to Air Canada
Flight 759 in San Francisco. There was a NOTAM about runway closure at the airport, but the crew didn’t brief on it
before the departure, due to fatigue. The pilot was on an extended day: He was on reserve; he was already up for 16
hours; he had 4 hours to report to work so he could fly for 6 hours from Toronto to San Francisco, and he had to report
to work 2 hours before the flight. Because they didn’t brief on the closed runway, they lined up on the adjacent taxiway,
with 5 airlines waiting to take off. Had the airline first in line to take off not said, “Where is this guy going?” Air Canada
would have landed on them. There were combined 1,000 people in the 5 aircraft, which would have been the worst
disaster in U.S. history had Air Canada not pulled up in time. Because it takes time
for the engines to spool up to max power, Air Canada came within 14 feet of
striking Philippine Airlines. What made it worse is that the pilot did not report this
incident to his company until the next day, and the cockpit voice recorder data was
recorded-over by that time. The only thing the company had left was the flight
data recorder and their word. The company terminated the pilot, and NTSB
recommended enforcement actions against his certificate.
LACK OF AWARENESS: The Air Force doesn’t hire mediocre pilots, especially for the Thunderbirds. They hire the best of
the best. Why is it that the best people make the worst mistakes? Because they’re given the hardest tasks. If anybody
could do it, somebody else would be doing it. The F-16 in this accident was based out of Nellis Air Force Base in Las
Vegas, with elevation of 1,100 feet. But he was doing a demonstration at a base
in Idaho. While there, he set his altimeter to his home base’s 1,100, instead of
Idaho’s 2,100 feet. So, when he came out of a loop during the demonstration, he
realized he wasn’t going to make it. He was too low, so he ejected. Due to his
lack of awareness, he became complacent and lost an aircraft. You can see how
you can fall into the same routine: If you always set your altimeter to 1,100 feet,
why would you be used to anything else?

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE: Planes and helicopters have very different flight characteristics. When you transition from one
to the other, you need to spend enough time in the new aircraft. Otherwise, your pilot skills and helicopter skills will
cross. The pilot of a Robinson R-22 helicopter had 800 hours in an airplane but only 83 hours in a rotorcraft. He had
several service letters saying that if you have less than 250 hours, you cannot do
photography missions, low-speed hovering, or cattle herding missions. He ignored
the service letters and had a famous photographer with him, taking pictures of
cruise ships leaving the Port of Los Angeles. He was treating his helicopter like a
plane. When he stalled the helicopter, he pulled up on the collective, which
makes it bleed off airspeed, and he crashed into the water. He should have
known, and his company should not have allowed him to go out on this mission.
FATIGUE: The crash of UPS Airlines Flight 1354 in Alabama demonstrates how
fatigue can affect your decision-making process. The crew discussed their lack of
sleep before the flight, complaining about UPS working them too hard, extending
their shifts, and they were not getting enough rest between flights. They should
have said something, but the pilot made the choice to go. It is believed both pilots
fell asleep and ran the aircraft into the ground short of the runway on approach to
Birmingham Airport.
LACK OF ASSERTIVENESS: Cultural norms, like the fear of challenging authority, can impede safety, as demonstrated by
the Tenerife Airport accident in Spain. Two Boing 747s collided on the runway when a KLM initiated a takeoff, while a
Pan Am was taxiing on an active runway after being lost in the fog. A flight engineer onboard the KLM saw that the flaps
were at the wrong setting and notified the captain, who barked at him. Due to
culture, the flight engineer was afraid to challenge authority and didn’t say
anything else. When the KLM went to take off, the Pan Am was crossing its path.
KLM tried to pull up, but the flaps were in the wrong setting, and it was too late.
The two Boeing 747s, full of fuel, collided. This became the deadliest accident in
aviation history, with 583 fatalities. Recommendation was to break the barriers of
hierarchy by using Crew Resource Management (CRM) – having your crew do a
cross-check to verify the checklist items.
NORMS: “Our way is quicker” can be a dangerous shortcut. This happens across the industry, including flight schools
and maintenance programs. An example is an Air Force tanker that was undergoing a pressurization. The crew had
their own way of pressurizing the aircraft, instead of following the maintenance manual. They didn’t realize that the
gauge went around the second time, so they put twice as much air in the pneumatic system as they were supposed to.
As a result, the aircraft exploded, and two people permanently lost their hearing. The saving grace was that there was
no one in the aircraft. You can apply the same lesson about shortcuts to the GA world – if you’re 0.1 hours away from
an annual inspection, you can legally take off. But the issue is, what maintenance is being overflown? What AD is
mandatory to be done at that 100-hour mark?

“Learn from the mistakes of others. You can’t live long enough to make them all yourself.”
(Eleanor Roosevelt)

French Valley Fly-in
Valley Girls

~By Jennifer Walinowicz

You know that saying about best laid plans? Well, lately it is starting to feel like our fly-ins are turning into something
more of a Russian Roulette: Last minute destination changes, broken airplanes, or Mother Nature just playing tricks on
us. Nevertheless, we persist! For those of you who couldn’t join for our April fly-in to Apple Valley, you actually missed
a two-for-one. Due to weather and decreased performance with max gross weight, some of us were unable to head
over the Cajon Pass for KAPV. Not wanting to scrap flying entirely, we split up: two planes to Apple Valley, two planes to
French Valley.
After an early morning of discussions with the other ladies flying, I was unsure which way I would be flying. Plan A, or
Plan B? I decided to see how the weather played out. I headed over to Fullerton where Trish, Echo and I took our time
during preflight, hoping for a change in weather. After completing the longest walk around since my intro flight, we
reassessed and saw that the weather was still marginal towards the pass. New plan: French Valley. Carol and I spoke
early that morning, and she’d planned to head that way once fog had burned off. Thanks to our extended preflight,
we’d be arriving right around the time things would be clear. After sending a quick update to the other pilots, we
departed runway 24 towards Santa Ana Canyon.
Trish flew right seat down to F70, and Echo got to enjoy the scenery. It was a bit hazy,
so I wasn’t able to be the best ‘cruise director,’ but I did try to point out some of the
local landmarks in the area for Echo (joining us out of KEMT after moving from LA).
Before we knew it, we were 7 miles out from the field and switched to CTAF from
March Approach. Winds were thankfully very light, 230 at 4kts, because everyone
and their in-laws were in the pattern, and using runway 36. Trish brought up the
question: How does the pattern switch at an uncontrolled field when the winds call
for it? Good question, right?! Since winds were light, I was not going to be the person making that call. We switched
course and flew towards Lake Skinner to make right traffic for runway 36.
If you’ve been to French Valley on a weekend, you know how busy it can get, so I asked
Trish and Echo to keep both eyes out for any traffic. They did an excellent job helping
locate the other aircraft in the pattern, and we were able to join downwind smoothly,
flying an extended right base for landing traffic. After landing, we parked and went inside
to put our names down. While we waited, Mona joined us (she monitored us on flight
aware from home) and Echo brought out some delicious cookies she brought to share. A
short while later Carol, Jinifer and Cheryl landed in their club 172.
Once seated, we had a really nice time getting to know each other better. Good thing too, as the kitchen was a bit
behind! While we waited for food, I shared with the table the photo of the Apple
Valley crew, and we were happy to hear reports of good food and that the ladies
were having fun over in the other valley. Unfortunately for my crew, our food
finally arrived and we really had to eat fast- I’d hoped to be wheels up at 12:30 to
get the rental plane back. Sorry Echo and Trish, I swear I don’t expect normal
people to eat in 10 minutes! Now you have experienced eating like a flight crew
member- HA!
So there you have it. Never a dull moment at the fly-ins! I look forward to seeing
more of you all as everyone is vaccinated or able to safely join.
Feel free to email me suggestions for destinations or check the members’ Facebook group if you have social media.
Wishing you all CAVU days and tailwinds!

Apple Valley Fly-in
Chris Cox: First and foremost, Saturday’s Fly-In to Apple Valley was amazing! I was so excited to share the day,
IN PERSON, with other 99s. The weather was fairly smooth in and out of the area thanks to Diane and her two copilots, Sanjal and Sofia. Kicking back in the rear of the aircraft gave me
plenty of time to scope out the views and to get a “higher up”
perspective of our flight. As a helicopter pilot, anything above 15002000’ AGL feels weird; not so much in Diane’s ‘flying limo’ as we
cruised along at 9000-9500’ MSL.
I’m getting ready for my commercial check ride in an R-22 so it was
back to business on Sunday, flying around the harbor practice area at
1500’ and below. While the altitude seemed normal to me, the contrast
in size and comfort level of Diane’s Cessna 414 to my little two-seater
helicopter was significant, to say the least. Then again, being able to pop a door off and hover around the beach
with a huge windscreen does have its advantages.
All in all it was a great experience and one I hope to repeat soon. Happy flying!

Sofia Nosratabadi:
Our fly-in to Apple Valley was a farewell of sorts to our Chair, Sanjal
Gavande. This was her last flight with us before she moved to Seattle
to be a rocket scientist for Blue Origin.

We also had Chris Cox with us. Chris is a helicopter pilot out of Long Beach.
She regaled us with stories about helicopter flying, which is apparently
harder to do compared to a plane. All your limbs are occupied at all times.
The radios are to the left of you and set low, so they’re awkward to reach and
hard to see what you’re doing.
We flew in Diane Myers’ plane, which is a fully pressurized twin engine
Cessna 414. When we were flying at 9,731 feet, our cabin altitude was a
mere 1,699 feet, making it a much more relaxed flight.
Diane’s plane is VERY well maintained. If you
see it in person, you will realize that you can eat
off of it. She makes her passengers clean it after
every flight.
Every plane has its quirks. My SportStar’s
engine would start sounding unsure of itself at a
very predictable time upon taking off. It would last for a few seconds, then go away. It happened every single time,
never getting worse. No one could figure out how to fix it, no matter what parts they replaced. It sure got Diane’s
attention when I flew her in it to March AFB last year.

Now it was Diane’s turn to surprise me
with her plane’s quirks. Diane is sneaky.
She lulled me into complacency in my
passive co-pilot role of looking out the
window. Then, without any preamble,
she said, “your controls,” and I was
suddenly flying her complex plane
without any mental preparation. There
was no dinner or candles in between.
Then she started setting her autopilot, while saying something about it hiccupping at random unpredictable times,
then going away, just to make sure we’re awake. I wasn’t sure what that meant. I was just flying the plane, and
then suddenly, it started pitching up on its own. I got so startled that I didn’t have the words, and by the time I
found them, the plane settled back to level flight and
continued to fly normally. Oh, that’s what you meant by
making sure we’re awake! Thanks, Diane!
The Aviator Café at Apple Valley is open with indoor seating.
Pam Hengsteler flew in with Yan Gendlin, the owner of my
original Harmony trainer plane (it’s like a SportStar but better) that he eventually sold and broke my heart. He
retained his custom tail number, which is his birthday and initials. Yan is Russian too, so, yes, there was an attempt
at my flight school to get us to speak Russian to each other. Here we all are at Apple Valley (plus a random pilot
wanting to be part of the action), surrounding his new Harmony that he helped build from scratch. Yan is the type
who can put a plane
together out of a box.
He is this level of
smart (he specializes
in semiconductor
(microchip) test
development):
Diane’s approach to
flying can be best summed up by our Sunrise Aviation CFI, Taha Yazdandoust, who she recently flew in her plane to
Apple Valley ahead of us:
I’ve met a few pilots over the past twelve years who I could tell were on a
completely different level of skill and knowledge just by conversing with them.
Diane is definitely one of them. I think she really embodies the motto that
professionalism is an attitude. When we met and she showed me how to preflight
the 414, I don’t think Diane took a single step around the airplane that wasn’t
planned and purposeful. Her attention to detail was impeccable, despite the fact
that I couldn’t stop asking questions about the airplane the whole time she did the
preflight. After that, we went flying, and on every leg, she seemed to be mentally at the next destination before we had
even taken off. It really showed that the whole flight had been rehearsed in her mind and she was always well ahead
of the airplane. This was while in my mind, I was still trying to figure out why the response to the “Flaps” item on the
After Takeoff checklist was the name of a brand of plastic utensils you’d find at Target – “Up and Up.”

LESSON LEARNED

~By Jinifer Conover

After 5 long years, I am finally back in the left seat again, and PPL training is in full swing.
Thanks to the OC Ninety-Nines, I was connected with CFI Carol Bennett and the OC Flyers
Club. Both of which were a perfect fit for me. Day 1 was just the introduction day where we
first met in person at KSNA and Carol introduced me to the beautiful N3610E and we put a plan
together.
You know how in life our brain will make certain connections between things and we tell
ourselves that those connections must mean that whatever that is must be meant to be. Well, this
was like that. I saw that 10E was red – my favorite color is red. Carol has short hair – I have
short hair. BOOM! Meant to be.

Our first lesson went off without a hitch. Our second lesson, not so much. I had completed the
pre-flight inspection and we settled into our seats, adjusted and secured. Then on to the pre-start
and engine start checklist. She fired right up, so I began the pre-taxi checklist and nervously
called to get our clearance to the practice area, then contacted ground to get our clearance to taxi
to the run-up. Once cleared to taxi, I took my feet off the brakes, and started to give her a little
power, but noticed we weren’t moving. I pushed in a slight bit more power, still nothing. That’s
when it hit me. I quickly looked over at Carol and said, “OH $h*!, I FORGOT TO REMOVE
THE CHOCKS.” No deodorant could control the amount of perspiration I had at that moment how embarrassing. So now we had to shut down the engine and Carol jumped out to take care of
the chocks. Then ground called us wondering what the holdup was. Good grief. This was not
the best start to flight training, but at least now I know I won’t ever forget the chocks again.

Footnote from instructor, Carol: This was a great start to flight training, because it was a
lesson learned that won't be forgotten and a reminder to unchain, unchock and spend a few
minutes reviewing the external preflight checklist before climbing into the cockpit.

I am now a Private Pilot!

~ By Kendall Sinosky

The journey of getting my PPL hasn’t been an easy one, but the lessons I’ve learned along the way have grown
and developed me personally in the areas of perseverance, patience, forgiveness, and responsibility, which will
serve me well as a future commercial pilot and future business owner. I started my journey in aviation last
summer. Most people advise that you save up money or get your finances in order to secure a loan before
beginning such an expensive endeavor, but I had this deep, intuitive feeling, some might call it a “calling” that told
me to go all in and not to wait even though I didn’t have the money figured out and had never been in a Cessna
172 before.
The first month of my training could not have possibly gone better. I seemed to click with my instructor, I was
picking up the skills rapidly, and I had a renewed sense of purpose and direction I hadn’t felt in a long time. My
enjoyment of flying felt like confirmation that I had made the right choice and I was already excited for my future
career. About five weeks in I started getting bumped around from instructor to instructor with no explanation. My
progress began to stagnate and my frustration started to build. In total, throughout the process of even getting to
my checkride, I had 8 different instructors. With my finances also being inconsistent, at best, sometimes I could only afford one lesson per week,
setting me back even further. I had to learn to let go of my frustration towards my flight school and towards myself and take personal responsibility
for my learning. I also had to adjust my expectations and learn to celebrate all progress even if it was slow. I was determined to maintain a positive
outlook and avoid a victim mentality because that would be unproductive in the short term and toxic in the long term.
By March I was finally ready for my checkride. The date was set for St. Patrick’s Day, March 17th. I do have some Irish blood a few generations
back, but evidently not enough to give me good luck. The oral portion went great! Most of the questions were easier than what I had practiced in my
prep sessions and the couple of things I didn’t know were easy enough to look up in the FAR/AIM. My nerves felt much more settled before starting
the practical portion. The examiner was a very nice guy in his late 20s. He had accomplished a lot for his age. On the way over to the airport I
asked him questions about his job flying for American and getting to travel to places like South America. I learned that English is the language of
ATC all over the world. The first part of the practical was pretty easy and predictable and went just as I had practiced. I did very well in the
navigation, emergency, and hood sections of the test.
Then came the maneuvers. My steep turns and slow flight were excellent. Next came stalls. “And now show me a power off turning stall with a 20
degree bank to the right,” he said. Oh no! I could feel the sweat sticking to my shirt underneath my jacket. I’m pretty sure I had a stress dream a few
nights before of this exact scenario. I took a deep breath and decided to do another clearing turn to buy myself some time to go over the maneuver
in my head and draw from the videos I had seen on YouTube. Then I started the maneuver. When I reduced the power to idle and started pitching
the nose up, I was sure my right foot must have been shaking on the rudder pedal. It seemed to take forever for the stall to come and when it did
come there seemed to be no warning because the stall horn wasn’t working. I managed to recover the plane within standards and move on to the
rest of the maneuvers. Later I asked the examiner if he could tell I had never done a turning stall before. He said he couldn’t tell for that one, but
that he could tell that I was BS-ing my way through rectangular pattern, another maneuver I had never been taught. The final part was the landings.
Long Beach was super busy that day and I didn’t get to do a normal approach to 26R for any of my landings. I think I had to extend my base to the
605 on every single one. I was getting more and more stressed out and more and more dehydrated by the minute. I just barely missed my 200 foot
tolerance for the short field landing. I also didn’t maximize the runway space enough on the short field take off. I tried to do a go around when I
realized I was going to miss my aiming point for the forward slip landing, but there was too much traffic so the examiner completed that landing and I
chose to re-do it with the other things I missed.
I was really disappointed that I didn’t pass the first time and I was a bit angry with myself. I felt like I was supposed to be able to rise above the
obstacles and circumstances that had been thrown at me and I failed. To be honest there’s a bit of a sexist attitude at my flight school, which I’m
sure is common in the aviation world and I felt like I had failed to prove them wrong as a woman. I was also really embarrassed because my church
had paid for a significant portion of my checkride and had been following my journey closely throughout my progress. That night I went to dinner with
some friends and that helped me to put some of this in perspective and release some of the anger I was holding towards myself. I was totally out of
money so my friend Shawn paid for the meal. My friends prayed with me that God would supply the money for my retest.
Later that week I scheduled my retest in the skills I had failed, not knowing where the money was going to come
from. The weekend before my retest, my mom received a check from a lawsuit she was in from three years ago
and it covered my retest and at least half of my instrument rating. April 1st was the day of my retest. I just had to
do a couple of landings and my short field takeoff. This time I went in far more confident, knowing I wasn’t going to
get any surprises and it would only take about an hour. Everything went great until the forward slip to landing when
our transponder went out and John Wayne tower lost us in the pattern. I had to do a go around because of traffic,
but my second approach was even better than the first and all of my landings passed. In a way, I am kind of
thankful that my journey to earning my PPL didn’t go smoothly and that there were many challenges to overcome.
I think that having to overcome these instances of adversity strengthened my character and helped me to focus on
the process more than the result. I will carry these lessons forward with me throughout the rest of my training and
my life outside of aviation. For now I get to enjoy being a Private Pilot and start taking my friends and family on
adventures with me in the sky!

I passed my private pilot check ride!

~By Sherry Saavedra

To be honest, I never even considered becoming a pilot. I got my degree in
psychology and already had a career in the military as an enlisted member and was
working as an aviation ordnance technician in the Marine Corps. It wasn’t until I was
going to try to be an officer in the Marine Corps. that I was offered a flight contract
because I passed the vision and other tests and just said, “why not”. It was very
surreal, but unfortunately it was a little too good to be true. I ended up getting
dropped from Officer Candidate School when X-rays revealed I had fractured my
back. I dropped the pilot dream for some time until It was something that I couldn’t
stop thinking about. I decided to try a discovery flight in Van Nuys, but I got really
bad motion sickness and we had to return to the airport and terminate the flight. I
felt very defeated.
I decided to look up ways to manage motion sickness and decided to try again about
a year later (2019). Luckily, all of the google searches for motion sickness had paid
off! I was still enlisted and working long hours, but decided to start my flight training at OC Flight Lessons. I made the
mistake everyone warns you of. Yes- I flew about once a week or sometimes even once every two weeks. A few months
later, I had a death in my family which affected my training and I stopped my training for a few months after being so
distraught.
Fast forward a few months, and I’m working on my stage check before my first solo.
Unfortunately, I was working with a new instructor, and something just wasn’t
clicking for me. I failed my stage check. I felt so ashamed and embarrassed that I
became known as a seasoned student and just failed this part of my training. I was
being so hard on myself and I started to believe that I just wasn’t very smart and just
got into such a bad rut. I knew I wasn’t going to give it up, but I just didn’t know
what to do. I spent so much time and money at this point and felt like I was running
out of options. Suddenly, I worked with an instructor who was just so patient and
explained things differently and I passed the stage check and was able to solo at
Chino! I remember crying tears of joy after that.
I then transitioned out of the active component of the Marine Corps in January 2021
and was ready to hit the ground running. I finally felt like I was able to focus on my
training without working ridiculously long hours and taking on additional
responsibilities. I was then informed my checkride date would be March 18th and I
got nervous hoping a repeat of my stage check wouldn’t occur. I studied like it was my job and dedicated all of my time
to flying.
When the day of the checkride came, I surprisingly felt very confident despite having heard of a couple of students
before me failing that same week. I figured, I studied and practiced so much that I just needed to be confident in my
abilities and to not allow any negative self-talk. Was my oral exam portion perfect? No. But I did well and I was proud
of myself. I allowed any missed answers to roll off my shoulders and I remembered it for my own pilot knowledge and
moved forward. I was so incredibly nervous the entire flight but as soon as we cleared the runway and onto the taxiway,
the examiner said “congratulations, you passed”. I was overwhelmed with happiness and I was proud of myself, but I
only quietly said, “thank you”.
I am now about to start my instrument training and I am taking all of the mistakes I made during my private to motivate
and guide me during my next phase. I am incredibly excited and so happy to be more active in the 99s and aviation
community.

Some Thoughts On Fueling Safety
Fueling accidents are few and far between, thank goodness! Most of us have been carefully schooled on the steps
needed to safely fuel an aircraft. We fuel our cars all the time, and I think this may lead to a certain amount of
complacency about gasoline. This is NOT a good or safe way to think. This month, I thought I’d go over some points
about fueling that are important to me as a pilot who always does the fueling of her aircraft, and as reminder with a little
bit of food for thought.
One of the most important things on your pre-flight checklist is the fuel check. Unless you’re flying a glider, in which
case the tow plane had better have fuel, the engine in your aircraft is going to need fuel. By the way, in this article, I make no differentiation
between avgas and autogas. Both are exceptionally volatile and need to be handled with great care. In fact, if you use autogas in your
airplane, you need to be extra careful because you will be transporting your fuel in cans to the airport and have those extra handling steps.
A big reason gasoline runs so well in a piston engine is that it can be ignited quickly by a spark (plug) when it has been
put into a fine mist (atomized) and mixed with an appropriate amount of air by the carburetor or fuel injection system.
Gasoline vapor is a lot easier to burn than gasoline liquid. What that means to us during fueling is that if there is enough
of that vapor, a tiny little spark of static can ignite it. Trust me when I say that you really do NOT want this to happen
outside the engine cylinders. When fueling, those sparks can essentially be eliminated if the fuel hose and the aircraft are
electrically connected by a grounding wire. With the nozzle in your (bare) hand, you are part of that same connection and all will be at the
same electric potential, with no sparks generated. If the aircraft is properly grounded, you should be safe from sparks. There
are places that will even remind you - I’ve seen some “smart” aircraft fuel pumps that will not dispense fuel unless you verify
that the aircraft has been grounded. Please keep in mind that very still air can allow vapor to build up. Don’t mess with fuel in
enclosed spaces! Electrical storms in near proximity can also spell trouble. If there’s lightning in the area, better wait until it’s
gone before fueling.
A long time ago, I heard enough things about fueling safety to convince me that nobody should fuel my aircraft but me or someone I trust
completely. Otherwise there are some important things I may not be certain of before I leave the ground. I have yet to come across a
fuelling operation that has refused to allow me to take the ladder (needed for my high-wing Cardinal) and the fuel nozzle and do my own
fueling. In fact, to date, all are quite happy to let me do my own fueling. The reasons I do it are that I want to know for certain
about the following:
1)
fuel quantity
2)
fuel cap security
3)
airframe issues, namely filler neck cracking and paint scratches
Nothing can get you into more trouble than believing you have more fuel than is actually on board. You’ve certainly heard the old adage
about the 3 most useless things in aviation: the runway behind you, the airspace above you and the fuel you left at the airport. Some time
back, a Cardinal was destroyed during an emergency landing on a golf course in Chino. The pilot, someone I knew of, walked away, but
the aircraft was a total loss. The sad part is that they were within 5 miles of their destination, Corona airport, where the pilot planned to buy
fuel. This was a VERY preventable disaster. You can easily determine how much fuel is in your tanks by looking, and using a dip-stick or
clear tube that is calibrated. Some aircraft have holes in the filler neck or tabs that will indicate a particular quantity. E.g., in my Cardinal
which has 25 gal. tanks, if the fuel is up to the holes, I know I have 22.5 gallons. Bottom line, which you know already, is: never, ever leave
the ground unless you know that the fuel onboard will take you where you want to go and meet the FARs regarding minimum time past
your destination for your VFR or IFR flight. One quick word about fuel gauges in light aircraft – they’re notoriously unreliable, which is why
you want to eyeball your fuel quantity. However, when in doubt, if the gauges are telling you that you need to land soon, do it.
My fuel caps are pretty standard, but unless I replace them myself after fueling, how do I know they’ve been put on securely? Once a long
time ago, I was a passenger in a Skyhawk and the right fuel cap had been replaced slightly cocked by the fuel truck driver. The pilot and I
never noticed, and it wasn’t until we took off that the problem became embarrassingly evident. The low pressure on the
top of the wing pulled streams of fuel up and out, and there was no mistaking the problem as the smell of fuel filled the
cabin. The pilot slowed, called the tower to return for landing and had to fuel the aircraft all over again. With fuel prices
being what they are, it could be almost more for fiscal than safety reasons that you definitely want to ensure your fuel
caps are installed correctly.
Depending on where you buy your fuel, the people working there may or may not be experienced or well trained on the do’s and don’ts of
fueling various types of aircraft. Years ago, when my Cardinal had a co-owner who did not do his own fueling, all sorts of miscellaneous
scratches accumulated up on the top of the wing and leading edges near the fuel caps. There have also been Service Bulletins warning
people not to rest the fueling nozzle across the sides of the filler neck because the weight of the hose would apply forces that could crack
the filler neck or cause airframe deformation. Not everyone who is hired to dispense avgas knows (or cares) about this. If you choose to let
someone else fuel your aircraft, you may want to talk to them first to ensure they do it to your satisfaction. If you aren’t there when the
fueling is done then for safety’s sake and your own peace of mind, double-check everything before you take-off.
Once the aircraft has been fueled, and you know exactly how much is on board, and with fuel caps secure, be sure to check the tank
sumps for water. Water precipitates out of fuel fairly quickly and will collect at the low sump points. Take an extra minute to pull a sample.
Chances are that if you buy fuel from the same reliable vendor you will expect to see no water, but don’t assume there isn’t any. Being the
safety-minded person that I am, I’d still like to encourage you to verify that every single time. Just like you ground the mags after every
flight to make sure your prop isn’t “hot”, you’ll be looking for that one-in-a-thousand-times when things are not what you expect. If you ever
find things amiss, you’ll be happy you checked.
Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson
Safety - San Fernando Valley 99s
Aviation Safety Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2021

Orange County 99s Aviation Scholarships
The Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines International Organization of Women Pilots is offering up to
three scholarships to local women. The number of scholarships awarded is dependent upon the amount of
funding available.
In 2021, the chapter will award three scholarships: The Eleanor Todd Aviation Scholarship, The Orange County
99s Aviation Scholarship honoring Linda Eldridge and The Orange County 99s Aviation Scholarship honoring
Shirley Tanner.
The scholarships are to be used by the recipients towards an advanced rating or training to further their
pursuit in aviation. Each scholarship is $3,000 and can be applied towards Private Pilot Certificate, advanced
ratings or towards Airframe and Powerplant (A&P) advancement. If there are no applicants for the A&P
advancement scholarship, it may be awarded to flight training at the discretion of the scholarship committee.
Click here to download the Orange County 99s Aviation Scholarship application:
Orange County 99s Aviation Scholarship Application
Eligibility
1. Applicant must have been a member of the Ninety-Nines for at least 3 months and membership must
be current. Membership must be in effect with 99s International by February 15th of the current year.
2. The applicant must have a current FAA medical certificate, if required, appropriate to the rating she
seeks.
3. The applicant must train within 55 miles of KSNA.
4. If the applicant is seeking a rating or certificate grade higher than Private Pilot, she must have a current
flight review or equivalent and have all rating prerequisites to the rating she seeks.
5. The applicant must be at least 18 years old; there is no maximum age limit.
6. The applicant must be proficient in English as per the Federal Aviation Regulations.
7. Applicant must submit and sign the scholarship application and the scholarship award attestation.
8. Applications must be received by midnight on the application deadline, May 15th of the current year.
9. The scholarship award must be used for the purpose specified in the scholarship application.
10. If the award is to be used for flight training, it must be used at a certified flight school or through a
certified flight instructor approved by the scholarship committee.

Happy May Birthdays!
6 Pamela Bajwa
10 Mary Kohler
16 Celia Vanderpool
20 Colleen Handrahan
25 Kiersten Ellis
29 Diane Myers
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
OUR MISSION
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS®
promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our
unique history and sharing our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of
The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of
aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Join Us Online
Chapter Website - https://oc99s.org/
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com
To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

